Evolution of two-dimensional lump nanosolitons for the Zakharov-Kuznetsov and electromigration equations.
The evolution of lump solutions for the Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation and the surface electromigration equation, which describes mass transport along the surface of nanoconductors, is studied. Approximate equations are developed for these equations, these approximate equations including the important effect of the dispersive radiation shed by the lumps as they evolve. The approximate equations show that lump-like initial conditions evolve into lump soliton solutions for both the Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation and the surface electromigration equations. Solutions of the approximate equations, within their range of applicability, are found to be in good agreement with full numerical solutions of the governing equations. The asymptotic and numerical results predict that localized disturbances will always evolve into nanosolitons. Finally, it is found that dispersive radiation plays a more dominant role in the evolution of lumps for the electromigration equations than for the Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation.